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Who are you?
A data journalist with Michigan 
Radio
Idid my B.A. in user experience 
at the University of Michigan 
And my M.A. in journalism at 
Stanford (Big Local News) 
Research at ProPublica 
(researched map about 
shelters)
Data with the Detroit Free 
Press



Stories that inspired me
The Pudding,2018

Culture interest 
Data to back up
everyday experiences



Stories that inspired me
The New York Times, 2022

Local/human interest
Creatingdata to back up ancedotes



Stories that inspired me
The Washington Post, 2022

Explanatory 
journalismusing 
visuals and data



Pivotal data investigation
SunSentinel, 2012

Accountability 
Databacking up 
anecdotes



2021 investigation
Using data from 
Reveal, who sued to 
get this information 
with other orgs.
Businesses helps 
generate wealth in 
communities
Didn’t collect by race
— calculated by 
majorityof race in 
census tracts.
Also made a search 
table.



2021 investigation

Wanted to answer a question we
saw popping up, especially after
protests.
Want to use data to
confirm/debunk what talking 
points are.
Often talk to profs on
methodology. Iama slow fact-
checker.



2023 mass 
shooting 
tracker



Sometimes data is not the whole story



Amplify team
The Amplify team's goal is to 
connect people living in Michigan 
with the resources and information 
they need to thrive. Our reporting, 
how-to guides, and community 
events will help you become your 
own best advocate on basic
needs like housing, public safety, 
health and more.

Including real 
life data viz



How Amplify 
prioritize their 
stories

Data is our 
north star in 
finding astory
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CSV DOWNLOAD OPTION, even with a Tableau or Power BI (not
a big fan!) Many of us won't publish without raw data.

Save some time: have a data contact somewhere on the page so 
we can reach out to you!

A clear data dictionary with layperson's terms! Methodology too.

Please no oddly formatted Excel sheets: Merged cells, 
unnecessary headers, etc. Makes it hard to sort, analyze! Use 
your data portal!

Have collection standards changed over time or have 
measurements changed?

If it is data that is part of a time series, having all of the data for 
each year of each type in one easily findable place

What 
journalists 
look for in 
data drops

*My experiences, co-workers, 
and other journalists from various 
data-based Slack groups
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id fields (school data w/o lea_ids, county data w/o fips, etc. ...)

What the limitations are? Are there categories of stuff missing 
from here? (Honestly some language at the top from you on how 
to put this in a sentence could help! IE:percentage point 
increase vs percent increase.)

Make geographic data available

API documentation if you have it!

What 
journalists 
look for in 
data drops

*My experiences, co-workers, 
and other journalists from various 
data-based Slack groups



We love tools that increase access to 
information the public needs (just like you!)

Minutes by Dustin Dwyer and 
Brad Gowland

www.searchminutes.com

http://www.searchminutes.com/


Water lead data 
211(no longer up?)

During COVID, we 
used Kent 
County's a lot 
more than the 
state's at times





Sometimes data comes later



My own personal request: RENT DATA

Related reading:
Urban Institute: Rents Are Too High. 
Here Are Three Ways to Get the Data 
We Need to Fix That.

From KUT



Thank you 
for listening!

Any questions?
Source: Bubblesort Zine
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